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• Purpose:
• Review feedback on draft principles

• Identify which topics are priority for further offline work

• Lay groundwork for in-person meeting and next steps
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Review of Comments to Draft Principles: Consensus

Primary points of discussion:

• DERs may reduce transmission investment, both new projects and size of 
proposed projects. Both values are credible as avoided costs, to the extent that 
reduced project size reduces cost

• Proposed methodology should avoid double counting, improve on existing 
approaches, provide sufficient information to add a locational signal in DER 
program cost-effectiveness analysis, build off existing CAISO methods of 
identifying transmission needs and mitigation solutions, and meet FERC cost 
allocation principles
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Review of Comments to Draft Principles: Non-Consensus

Primary points of discussion:

• Subgroup is non-consensus on whether 1) all transmission investment is 
deferrable or 2) only future planned investment is deferrable

• Subgroup is in non-consensus on whether a proposed methodology should 
include 1) only planned projects that pass a deferability screen 2) All planned 
projects (i.e. no deferability screens) 3) unplanned projects

• Subgroup is in non-consensus on whether a proposed methodology should 
include 1) projects that would be needed without forecasted DER growth 2) 
planned projects that are needed after forecasted DER growth (and could be 
deferred by incremental DERs) or 3) include projects needed without forecasted 
DER growth to value existing programs only and include planned projects after 
DER growth to value incremental DER sourcing. 

• Subgroup is in non-consensus whether a system-level avoided transmission value 
exists 



LNBA avoided transmission value

Deferral use case Cost-effectiveness use case: value of 
autonomous growth DER forecast

Start w/ list of approved 
projects

Apply 
deferral 
screens

Value of identified 
transmission investment 
under a no-DER growth 

forecast 

Projects deferred by 
incremental DERs

No 
deferral 
screens

How can a no-DER 
forecast be 

created?

Does a system-
level value exist?

How to add or
subtract locational

value?

How to include
unplanned investment 

outside of planning 
horizon?

Does a value for 
unplanned 

investment exist 
and how is it 

incorporated?



Avoided cost from DER deferrable planned 
projects incremental to forecast 

Avoided cost from all planned investment 
to inform cost-effectiveness

Avoided cost from all planned investment 
and unplanned investment 

Methodology development questions: 

Are changes needed to MTCC deferral screens?

How to balance complexity/level of effort with 
needed results? 

Methodology development questions: 

How to translate TPP and forecast of locational 
factors into location based marginal costs? 

What forecasts to use?

How to add/subtract locational granularity?

How to reflect probability estimate of savings to 
ratepayers?

How to reflect discount rate for future avoided 
costs? 

Does a system-level value exist? 

Does the TRR adequately reflect the full avoided 
cost to ratepayers? (e.g., NERA method?)

Methodology development questions:

How can a methodology appropriately value DER 
contribution to avoiding future transmission 
investment? 

Does a system-level value exist? 
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Proposed Next Steps

• Existing non-consensus should not prevent the subgroup from conducting 
additional work on proposed methodological options

• Subgroup identifies priority tasks to work on outside of bi-monthly calls. 
Subgroup to reconvene at in-person meeting to discuss progress made

• Next meeting: October 16, in-person 
• Powerhouse (426 17th St. Suite 700, Oakland, CA 94612)

• Morning or afternoon?
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A Foundational Benefit of DERs

• An essential attribute of distributed energy resources is their location.
• At or near end use loads

• Potential to be a wires alternative 

• “Wires” include CAISO transmission

• DERs can avoid bulk transmission
• Serve end use loads, reduce peak demand on the grid

• Provide reliability benefits such as voltage support

• Increase the market penetration of renewable generation & reduce the future 
need for renewables

• A neglected benefit
• FERC jurisdictional costs

• A significant part of retail rates

• Zero – due to lack of attention – is not the best estimate for this benefit 
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Actual examples

• PG&E’s 2016 cancellation of 13 transmission projects
• $192 million saved

• Deferral of Central Valley Connect Project near Fresno
• $115 to $145 million saved

• CEC found net ratepayer benefits from DERs in San Joaquin Valley*
• “In the San Joaquin Valley region, the primary benefit is transmission 

infrastructure deferrals with an estimated long-term ratepayer benefit over 
$300 million.”

• Avoided costs are counter-factual. 
• In the long-run, lower loads and increased renewable DERs remove the need 

to even plan projects that are avoided.

• Start with “system-level” marginal CAISO transmission costs

* Customer Power: Decentralized Energy Planning and Decision-Making in the San Joaquin 
Valley,  Matt Coldwell, California Energy Commission, July 2016 
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What is “deferrable” transmission?

• PG&E criteria, 2016 GRC testimony (Exh. PG&E-9, Chapter 3)
• Must be deferrable with a 5% to 10% reduction in demand.

• All policy, economic, or reliability-driven projects are non-deferrable.

• Near-term projects are non-deferrable.
12



Calculating Marginal CAISO Transmission Costs

• Questioning the need to parse “types” of transmission investments
• Load growth

• Reliability

• Economic

• Policy-driven

• Transmission projects can have multiple functions.

• DERs have  capacity, reliability, economic, and policy benefits.

• California clearly will rely on clean DERs to meet load growth.

• Recommendation:
• Start at the system level

• CAISO LCR studies or utility transmission plans may provide costs with more 
locational granularity.  
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A starting point calculation

• Regression of CAISO TRR versus load growth, from RPS 
Calculator data

• $273 per kW-year

• Includes “policy-driven” investments to access RPS resources.
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Another calculation, for PG&E
• NERA method: regression of PG&E CAISO-level transmission investments versus PG&E load 

growth, from PG&E TPP data – 10 years of historical and 5 years of forecasted data

• Results:  all 15 years of data -- $54 per kW-year 

• Results:  forecasted transmission additions for 2017-2021 only -- $226 per kW-year

• 2017-2021 forecast data includes all CAISO-approved projects for PG&E. 
15



Key Takeaways

• DERs avoid CAISO-level transmission costs.

• Both transmission and DERS have multiple types of benefits.

• On a system or utility basis, marginal CAISO transmission costs 
are not zero, and are likely to be substantial.

• Future transmission investment costs can vary by location.

• More work and more data is needed on calculating marginal 
CAISO-level transmission costs, esp. on a locational basis.
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DER Transmission Reduction Value

Reduced investment results in lower Transmission 
Revenue Requirements (TRR)

Lower TRR = Ratepayer Savings

More DER means less transmission investment
Q1: Compared to what? 

Investment relative to forecast

Planned need vs planned avoided need based on DER 
forecast

Q2: How much less?

Q3: How does this vary by location?

Q4: How does this vary by DER?
= already addressed by LNBA calculator
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Locational Cost Impacts

SCE Share of 12,000 MW Goal

Source:  SCE Report May 2012 
Guided Siting Saves Ratepayers 50%

• Locational Value 
methodology should 
include transmission 
costs

• Avoids reliability, 

economic and policy 

driven projects

• Interconnection and 
compensation policies 
should incent high 
value locations
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New transmission is driving TAC rate growth

Source: CAISO Memorandum on Long-term Forecast of TAC, Oct 25, 2012

High Voltage Transmission Access Charges ($/MWh)

2014: $10.19

2005-2014: 
15% annual 
growth

2014-2033:
7% annual 
growth

2014 TAC (¢/kwh)

HV

0.77

LV

1.3981.019

1.019

2.4

Total

1.8

Comparable; 
owns LV

1.019

TAC Growth

7% nominal CAGR -> 5% real
1.8¢ now -> 3.0¢ levelized 20 years

In 10 years, TAC > generation
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DER Peak Load Reduction: Already >10%

PG&E DER load reduction at 
System Peak Demand (4-5 
pm August) 2014 2016

Wholesale Bionenergy 29 39

Wholesale Small Hydro 41 48

Distributed Wholesale PV 232 275

Distributed Wholesale 
Storage 6 6

Electric Vehicles -16 -36

CHP FIT 9.6 23

BTM Storage 7.4 28

BTM PV 396 756

BTM non-PV DG 92 132

Energy Efficiency 1318 1616

Demand Response 627 808

Total 2742 3695

PG&E Peak Load (net of 
DER) 17600 17723.2

DER % peak reduction 13.5% 17.3%

Reduction in peak load 
means reduction in total 
required transmission 
capacity

Absent this reduction, 
additional transmission 
investment would be 
required

LNBA should account for the 
value of investment that is 
not planned because DER 
forecasts reduce expected 
need
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DER Transmission Reduction Value Proposal

Proposal: 

Start with system wide HV TRR + territory LV 
TRR (+ “sub-transmission”?)

Refine with increased granularity where 
possible

Define load area associated with planned projects
Assign each load area $/MW for potential deferral

Forecast Gross customer DER load reduction by Tx 
area

Assign marginal avoided Tx $/MW
HV + LV + LCA + sub-Tx where applicable
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Cost Allocation Principles Support DER LNBA

FERC Principles require that cost allocation:

• Must meet the revenue requirement 

• Must reflect comparability 

• Should promote economic efficiency

• Should promote fairness

• Should be practical

Also, courts and FERC require cost responsibility should 
track cost causation.

️

️

️

️
️
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TRR reduction: 20 year example (2 x BAU DG Scenario)

2035 Scenario IOU CCA ESP Total Notes

LSE Customer Energy Downflow
70 30 10 110

Current CED and TAC basis
(CED: customer energy downflow)(CED; in GWh)

% of Total CED 64% 27% 9% 100% Share of total TAC basis (now)

TRR (projected 2035, in thousands) NA NA NA $5,740 Total Transmission Revenue Requirement

TAC Rate per kWh (projected 2035) $0.052 $0.052 $0.052 $0.052 TRR/CED

TAC payment (in thousands) $3,653 $1,565 $522 $5,740 TAC Rate x CED

DG (GWh) 8.00 12.00 0.00 20.00 18% energy sourced below T-D interface

Share of total LSE CED served by DG 11% 40% 0% 18% Increased to 2 x BAU case

TED (GWh) 62.00 18.00 10.00 90.00 Proposed TAC basis

% of TED 68.9% 20.0% 11.1% 100.0% Share of total TAC basis (proposed)

NEW TRR (projected 2035, in thousands) NA NA NA $4,470
Reduced  (due to deferred need for new 
capacity)

TED-based TAC Rate per kWh
$0.0497 $0.0497 $0.0497 $0.0497

TRR/TED; TRR is reduced to DG meeting 
share of load growth

(projected 2035)

TED-based TAC payments (in thousands) Savings
$3,079 $894 $497

$4,470
New TAC Rate x TED (and change from 
business-as-usual)

(-$573) (-$671) (-$25)
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 $0.015

 $0.020

 $0.025

 $0.030

 $0.035

 $0.040

 $0.045

 $0.050

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Year after TAC Fix implementation

Forecasted PG&E Total TAC Rate

$0.03/kWh when levelized 
over 20 years

TA
C

 r
at

e 
($

/k
W

h
)

Ratepayers benefit from avoided transmission

Ratepayer avoided TAC costs over 
20-year period in the 1.5x, 2x, and 
3x BAU DG scenarios

$23.5 billion TAC savings vs BAU 

(17.3% local renewables)

$38.5 billion TAC savings vs BAU (22.2% 
local renewables)

$63.9 billion TAC savings vs BAU (31.5% 
local renewables)

TAC savings over 20 years:

BAU (results in 12.4% of load met by 
local renewables after 20 years)
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Tx Impact Model – DER input sheet

Total Annual
Share of Gross Load Served 
Locally Example: ( 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Assumption/Source*
See Spreadsheet Capacity Factor

CHP from Feed in Tariffs 
(MW) 23 30 36 43 50 56 63 70 76 83 
Wholesale Distributed 
Generation (DG) (MW) 557 665 770 828 885 947 947 947 947 947 67%
Total Wholesale DG (WDG) 
(MW) 580 695 806 871 935 1,003 1,010 1,017 1,023 1,030 
NEM Photovoltaic (PV) 
(MW) 2,224 2,694 3,076 3,471 3,874 4,288 4,718 5,153 5,591 6,035 34%

NEM Non-PV DG (MW) 220 255 292 328 367 407 448 492 535 578 60%

Total NEM DG (MW) 2,444 2,949 3,368 3,799 4,240 4,695 5,166 5,645 6,126 6,614 
Total WDG + NEM DG 
(MW) 3,023 3,644 4,174 4,670 5,175 5,697 6,175 6,661 7,149 7,643 

Share of NEM DG 
generation entering grid 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0%
NEM DG capacity plus WDG 
capacity serving local loads 
(MW) 1,801 2,169 2,490 2,770 3,055 3,350 3,592 3,839 4,086 4,336 
Average MWh Yield per 
MW DG capacity 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

WDG + NEM exports (GWh) 3,603 4,338 4,979 5,541 6,110 6,700 7,185 7,678 8,171 8,673 

Gross Load (GWh) 91,500 93,330 95,197 97,101 99,043 101,023 103,044 105,105 107,207 109,351 
Share of Gross Load served 
by WDG + NEM exports 3.9% 4.6% 5.2% 5.7% 6.2% 6.6% 7.0% 7.3% 7.6% 7.9%

Share of new Gross Load 
served by new WDG + new 
NEM exports 40.2% 34.3% 29.5% 29.3% 29.8% 24.0% 23.9% 23.5% 23.4%
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Tx Impact Model – future year projection

Business As Usual (BAU)

1 2 3 4 5

PG&E TAC Rates Assumption/Source 2,016 2017 2018 2019 2020

HVTAC rate ($/MWh) 2016 data: TAC filings September 1, 2016 $10.68 $11.21 $11.77 $12.36 $12.98 

Nominal annual growth in HVTAC rate CAISO projected increase, 2012; 7.0%
Inflation Clean Coalition 2.0%
Real annual growth in HVTAC rate Real growth = nominal growth - inflation 5.0%
20 year levelized HVTAC rate (current $/MWh) Average of 20 years, including current year $17.65 

Total TAC rate ($/MWh) $18.00 $18.90 $19.84 $20.84 $21.88 

20 year levelized Total TAC rate ($/MWh) $29.76 

PG&E TAC Payments to CAISO (Equals TRR)

HVTAC payments to CAISO (HVTRR) ($ billions) $0.98 $1.05 $1.12 $1.20 $1.29 

LVTAC payments to CAISO (LVTRR) ($ billions)
Maintains 2016 ratio LVTAC:HVTAC over 20 
years $0.67 $0.72 $0.77 $0.82 $0.88 

Cumulative Total TAC payments to CAISO (Total TRR) ($ billions) $1.65 $3.41 $5.30 $7.32 $9.49 

20 year levelized Total TAC payments to CAISO ($ billions) Average of 20 years, including current year $3.41 

PG&E Share of Gross Load served by WDG + NEM exports

PG&E Gross Load (GWh) PG&E growth is same as Total PTO  growth 91,500 93,330 95,197 97,101 99,043 

New PG&E Gross Load (GWh) 1,830 1,867 1,904 1,942 

Share of PG&E Gross Load served by WDG + NEM exports

PG&E DRP filings; Trajectory growth scenario. 
Annual increase in growth after 2025 is average 
of increase in growth 2016-2025 3.9% 4.6% 5.2% 5.7% 6.2%

Absolute growth in share of PG&E Gross Load served by WDG + NEM exports 0.7% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5%
PG&E WDG + NEM exports (GWh) 3,603 4,338 4,979 5,541 6,110 

New WDG + NEM exports (GWh) 736 641 562 569 

Share of new Gross Load served by new WDG + new NEM exports 40.2% 34.3% 29.5% 29.3%
PG&E NEM DG capacity plus WDG capacity serving local loads (MW) 2000 average MWh yield per MW DG capacity 1,801 2,169 2,490 2,770 3,055 

PG&E Total WDG + NEM DG (MW)
Ratio of DG capacity serving local loads to total 
DG remains after 2025 is same as 2025: 57% 3,023 3,644 4,174 4,670 5,175 

Total WDG + NEM DG added (MW) 621 530 496 505 
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Tx Impact Model – sample scenario outputs

Year 20 Year 20

Cumulative Total TAC payments to CAISO ($ in billions) Year 1 Year 20 Change Change Notes

Business As Usual (BAU) $3.3 $135.8 $- -

Post-TAC fix Scenario 0: BAU with new billing determinant $3.3 $128.4 $(7.5) -6%
Change 
versus BAU

Post-TAC fix Scenario 1:  Total DG added per year 1.5x of BAU $3.3 $112.4 $(23.5) -17%
Change 
versus BAU

Post-TAC fix Scenario 2:  Total DG added per year 2x of BAU $3.3 $97.4 $(38.5) -28%
Change 
versus BAU

Post-TAC fix Scenario 3:  Total DG added per year 3x of BAU $3.3 $71.9 $(63.9) -47%
Change 
versus BAU

CAISO peak load after additional WDG versus baseline (MW) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Post-TAC fix Scenario 0: BAU with new billing determinant 49,243 49,392 49,542 49,692 49,843 

Business As Usual (BAU) 49,243 49,392 49,542 49,692 49,843 

Post-TAC fix Scenario 1:  Total DG added per year 1.5x of BAU 49,243 49,200 49,185 49,187 49,191 

Post-TAC fix Scenario 2:  Total DG added per year 2x of BAU 49,243 49,008 48,827 48,682 48,539 

Post-TAC fix Scenario 3:  Total DG added per year 3x of BAU 49,243 48,823 48,334 47,891 47,450 
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Key Principles

Principles for Marginal Tx Capacity Cost in GRCs
Be forward looking•

Capture timing and magnitude of investments•

Be based on the design and operation of each IOUs• ’ system

Additional Principles for locational Tx avoided cost in 
LNBA

Improve upon existing approaches, especially with respect to locational •

variation

Evaluate benefits of DERs incremental to those in planning forecast•

Balance analytical complexity with need for • indicative results 



Current Approach for Calculating Marginal Transmission Capacity 
Cost as used in CPUC proceedings

1. Begin with identified projects in the most recent CAISO board-approved Transmission Plan

2. Apply deferral screens 

– Similar to distribution deferral framework:  not all transmission projects can be deferred by load growth reduction.

– PG&E applies three Tx project deferral screens  to exclude non-deferrable project types:

• Exclude projects needed to meet regulatory, contractual or safety requirements

– Rationale: load growth reductions will not change the need for these projects

• Exclude projects needed to improve system efficiency (e.g. those that reduce Local Capacity Adequacy 
Requirements) or cost-effectively reduce customer outage time

– Rationale: these projects are justified by economic or reliability considerations

• Exclude projects needed to address a capacity deficiency greater than 10%

– Rationale: magnitude of need is too great to meet with DER deployment

– Corresponding to GRC window, projects more than 5 years out are not used to calculate MTCC in PG&E GRC.

3. Calculate Real Economic Carrying Charge (RECC) needed to determine deferral value

4. Create system-wide “peanut-butter” spread marginal cost ($/kW-yr)

– Calculate present value of investments / present value of load growth system-wide then multiply by RECC 

– Add “cost loaders” (e.g. for O&M, etc.)

This MTCC ($/kW-yr) is the number that goes into DERAC.

– In DERAC, each IOU’s MTCC is escalated 2%/yr

– Result is used to calculate lifetime DER avoided cost based on DER’s coincidence with peak load



LNBA Locational Transmission Alternative #1: Complex
(Steps 1-3 are the same as in the current process)

Begin with identified projects in the most recent CAISO board1. -approved Transmission Plan

Apply deferral screens2.

Calculate RECC value for deferrable projects3.

Calculate 4. project specific locational deferral value for each point of T&D interface for each deferrable project:

Step – 4.1: Calculate locational effectiveness factor at each point of T&D interface, ranging from 0% to 100% 

Objective: determine relative effectiveness of contributing to  each deferral at various locations on the •

grid.

Analogous to work performed by SCE to mitigate impact of OTC generation retirement•

This is a very complicated analysis, and will be time and resource intensive:•

Requires power flow analysis to analyze load reduction at location of project under multiple –

scenarios of additional generation (load reduction) at T&D interface points

Effectiveness factors vary depending on power flows in a given hour.–

In some cases, power follow analysis may reveal that load reductions in particular locations –

actually increase constraints by increasing power flow beyond that location.

Step – 4.2: Calculate project-specific locational deferral value 

Multiply RECC value (from Step • 3) by locational effective factor (from Step 2.1) to get the project-
specific locational deferral value 

Calculate 5. total locational transmission deferral value for each point of T&D interface 

Sum up of project specific locational deferral values to calculate the total locational deferral value at each –

point of the T&D interface.

Apply the total locational transmission deferral value in LNBA6.

DERs will be mapped to the appropriate T&D interface –

Appropriate line loss factors applied (as discussed in the line loss topic)–



LNBA Locational Transmission Alternative #2: Simple
(Steps 1-3 are the same as in the current process. Step 4.1 is different. Steps 4.2-6 are the same as Proposal #1)

Begin with identified projects in the most recent CAISO board1. -approved Transmission Plan

Apply deferral screens2.

Calculate RECC value for deferrable projects3.

Calculate 4. project specific locational deferral value for each point of T&D interface for each deferrable project

Step – 4.1a: Estimate locational effectiveness factor at each T&D interface, using a simplified framework:

Step – 4.1b: Identify “inefficient" points

A load reduction can increase cost if it exacerbates a constrained transmission pathway•

This could require curtailment of renewables and could ultimately require transmission upgrades •

“downstream” of the load reduction, thus increasing customer costs.

A framework for identifying these situations and adjusting the avoided cost accordingly, is needed.•

Step – 4.2: Calculate project-specific locational deferral value

Same as complex•

Calculate 5. total locational transmission deferral value for each point of T&D interface

Same as complex–

Apply the total locational transmission deferral value in LNBA6.

Same as complex–

Category Locational Effectiveness Factor Rationale

Projects in defined load region (e.g. LCR)
Within defined region: 100%
Outside of defined region: 0%

Projects outside of load pockets cannot mitigate 
needs within load pockets

Other projects, low voltage (<200kV)
Within relevant IOU territory: 100%
Outside of relevant IOU territory: 0%

This threshold corresponds to cost recovery for 
projects  under CAISO system TAC (>200kV) and  PTO 
regional TAC (<200kV)Other projects, high voltage (>200kV) All locations: 100%



Summary / Next Steps

Conclusions• :

Consistent with key principles–

Both alternatives build off of existing, established protocols for calculating marginal –

transmission cost

Next steps/key questions• :

Are changes needed to MTCC deferral screens?–

Which best balances complexity with needs for LNBA?–

For – “Complicated” alternative: 

What is resource commitment / level of effort / feasibility with current tools?•

For – “Simple” alternative:

What is resource commitment / level of effort / feasibility with current tools?•

How much accuracy is gained compared to a simple approach and how much does this –

impact LNBA results?

Would a hybrid approach that includes  aspects of complicated alternative in simple –

approach (e.g., include load flow analysis for local projects only) meet needs for LNBA?


